
Craft a Car - Activity

Guide

Creativity

Imagination

Maths

Design  Technology 

This activity aims to target areas

of learning such as:

 
Please look out for the ways in which this can be adapted

due to different materials in the classroom or house hold. If

you require some help please email Careers@theimi.org.uk 



You will need ...
Any type of flexible

cardboard

Toilet roll tubes

Saftey scissors ( adult

supervision)

Pens  or pencils

Masking Tape 

( Glue or normal tape

can be used if needed)

A Ruler

( Can just use something

 with a straight edge if

needed)



Start by drawing

the length of your

car. Any length -

making sure it's

longer than the

width of 2 toilet

roll tubes

Then create a

rectangle . The

width must be the

length of the

toilet roll tube

Step 1...



Step 2...
Cut out your

rectangle

Draw around

it 2 times

Cut them out so you

now have 3 rectangles



 

The cardboard side allows you to apply

colour later.

 if you use glue you will need to wait for it

to dry between stages!

Stick your

toilet roll

tubes to the

blank side of

one of the

rectangles. 

 

then leave to

one side

Step 3...



Draw the shape of your car,

keeping it the same length of

the rectangle. it can be any

shape but straighter lines

make the next stage easier.

place the 2 pieces of car together

so that the coloured sides are

touching and cut around your

car shape 

Step 4...

you should have

x2 of these!



Measure all of the edges except the bottom

edge.  make sure you write them down 

Step 5...



Time for some Maths : 

add up all of the

numbers. then add an

extra 2cm to each

side (+4) 

mine is 28+4 = 32

Draw a large rectangle

(the length of toilet role

tube x Sum of car

measurements taken.) 

Cut this out!

Step 6...



Step 7...
You will

now need

to bend

your card

so that the

corners

align with

the bends

Follow the edges of

your car just like

before 

use a ruler

to help until

you have

something a

little like

this 

It's getting Technical

leave 2cm before the

first bend 



Step 8...
Start by

aligning

the roof

sections,

and stick

together 

Carefully

bend the long

piece of card

and stick all

of the edges

like this 

Here you

will find

the excess

to bend

under the

base



Step 9...

add the base and tape down

using the excess card Tabs that

were added!
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Step 10...
Turn it over and you should

have something similar to ...



Step 10... continued

You can add

extras: 

Wing Mirror 

Spoiler

Aerial

Lights

Now add your colour with paint or pens!

use your imagination and show us your

creation by sending your pictures to

Careers@theimi.org.uk

(you could even adapt and

cut out windows at the

start)


